DESIGN FOR SOCIAL GOOD SINCE 2009

Support local Students by hiring BRIDGEGOOD

By hiring BRIDGEGOOD Design Studio for your creative project, you are making a direct and positive impact in our community. All projects are completed by curated students trained and managed by our team.

Champion 6,000+ Students and 1,000+ Organizations

BRIDGEGOOD has directly impacted the lives of 7,000+ Bay Area Students and Organizations. Our programs have boosted the economy by $5.8 million, leading to 21st century employment and economic mobility.

Promote a diverse and inclusive design ecosystem

BRIDGEGOOD welcomes young adults and students from all walks of life with an emphasis on supporting women and people of color. Our vision is to develop empathetic design leaders who will make a global difference.

Jumpstart the next generation of Creatives

BRIDGEGOOD provides emerging Designers with career skills required for some of the 1.4 million tech job openings expected to be available in the U.S. by 2021, and aims to train 30,000 early stage Creatives by 2030.

#DESIGNFORSOCIALGOOD